Missing Link Martial Arts
Community International
Membership Application
- Advanced Practitioner –
If you are an experienced martial artist and have earned graduations already,
there's no automated process to join the Missing Link Community.
We generally aim to recognize your experience and your gradings. You should
get in touch with a Master Circle member or - depending how senior your
degrees are - a Founder Circle Member. They will ask you to fill this Personal
Profile and work with you in personal contact to make sure you can smoothly
join the community. Your first Dan complies with the Missing Link Kuro Obi
while all additional Dan degrees define the maximum of master levels you can
apply for given that you meet the respective master level criteria.

This is me:
(Name; address; birth date and a bit more about yourself )

This is my Karate history:

Missing Link Martial Arts Community
c/o Manchester Karate Ltd * 170 Park Lane * Whitefield * Manchester M45 7PX
+44753 99 46 777 * manchester@missinglink-martialarts.uk
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These are my Dan degrees:
(When; in which style; with which master)

These are my special fields of knowledge and interest:
(These are specialist topics that I am willing to teach. I will bring these into the
Missing Link Community, supporting the character of a research group.)
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Among the following fields I would want to receive the following Master
Levels (each with detailed topic description). The maximum number of Master
Levels is your achieved number of Dan degrees. Please be aware that we put you
down as distinguished expert in these topics, so you might be asked to teach
seminars or add content to our Online Resources.
Kuro Obi

Okuden Level Kumite

Okuden Level Form

Okuden Level Didactics

Okuden Level
Philosophy/Health

Kaiden Level Kumite

Kaiden Level Form

Kaiden Level Didactics

Kaiden Level
Philosophy/Health

This is your first Dan.
In the Missing Link Curriculum, it is connected to an individual
topic, a thesis or a presentation.
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This is my home dojo: ________________________________________

Which syllabus are you going to teach for Omote work up to Kuro Obi:
❑ Dortmund Syllabus
❑ Manchester Syllabus
❑ Aarhus Syllabus
❑ my own (please attach)
If you are using your own Syllabus, please send it in to
Missing Link Martial Arts
The Founder Circle
170 Park Lane
Whitefield, Manchester M45 7PX
United Kingdom
The Syllabus will be approved by the Founder Circle.

Name:
Date:
Signature:

